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Annual school bus transportation statistics:
 500,000      public school buses• 
 24               million students transported• 
 4                 billion miles traveled• 
 10               billion student trips• 
  20              billion times a student gets on or off• 

Since 1980, travel on US highways has nearly doubled. The nation’s 
population has risen 27 percent; heavy truck registrations have 
increased by 61 percent; heavy truck vehicle-miles traveled have 
risen by 102 percent, and passenger vehicle-miles traveled have 
gone up by 87 percent. Yet the highway system has only been 
expanded by about three percent over the same period. In this 
new era of heavy traffic on US highways, school buses share roads 
with more heavy trucks and passenger vehicle traffic.

School buses are also used more often for school trips and sporting 
events, requiring travel on interstates and highways. This increases 
the likelihood that there will be a high-speed accident. All of these 
factors together result in a potential for more deadly collisions on 
school buses.

In April 1977, Federal Motor Vehicle Standard 222 changed the 
design of school bus seats from low metal-backed seats to the 
thickly-padded seats still in use today.

No designated storage areas

On average, over the past 11 years, school buses 
have been involved in over 26,000 crashes, resulting 
in less than 1,000 incapacitating injuries and slightly 
more than 7,000 non-incapacitating injuries and 
possible injuries to passengers.

The 1999 National Transportation Safety Board 
(NTSB) Special Investigation Report concludes: 
“Current compartmentalization is incomplete in that 
it does not protect school bus passengers during 
lateral impacts with vehicles of large mass and in 
rollovers, because in such accidents, passengers 
do not always remain completely within the seating 
compartment.”

Very few school buses are equipped with seat belts

Compartmentalization.  The premise behind 
compartmentalization is that improved seat design 
with high-back padded seats spaced close together 
(a maximum of 24 inches apart front to back) would 
better contain passengers in the event of a crash


